
SMALL BAR BUSINESS PLAN TEMPLATE

Whether you're opening a sports bar, a nightclub, or any other type of tavern or similar business, these sample business
plans will give you a great start.

Here are a few sample bar layouts: If you have purchased an existing bar however, you may not need to make
any major changes to the layout. When choosing a name, think of the following: what will people expect when
hearing it; what type of customers will it attract; how does it fit into your concept. A lot of managers,
especially general managers agree for a lower salary in in exchange for a percentage of the sales. The bar is
alive. Analyze your competition Visit a variety of bars at your area and pay attention to the following points: -
Overall amount of visitors. Offer a complimentary appetizer to first 25 people to share your post Engage with
your fans to create an even wider ripple effect. How often do they make deliveries? Build up the relationships
with suppliers Having good relationships with your suppliers and distributors means having extra valuable
information about the market. For instance, an always crowded theme-bar in my are is situated in a hidden
alley, in the basement without even a sign. The restaurant specializes in Dominican food and drinks. Gray is a
keen talent scout and will screen local acts for live performances. Survey each competitor to determine its
approximate number of patrons, traffic on a given night and what consumer type is attracted to its bar
environment. Zinn, a colleague of Ms. Make sure you have created a custom page header that fits in the style
of your bar; have some cool, high-resolution pictures of the menu and interiors in the albums; opening hours
and location on the map stated. Employee theft can make or break a bar business. The growing concern with
health and fitness toward the end of the 20th century took its toll on the bar industry. Organization and
Management Detail your operations strategies in the business plan's next section, remembering to highlight
any operational advantages you might have over your competition liquor discounts, networks or economies of
scale, for example. Studies have shown that although consumers are drinking less alcohol, their tastes are
becoming more discriminating. Start a happy hour Everyone love happy hours, right? Customer comment
cards will be available tableside and guests will have the option to receive discounts on appetizers when the
card is submitted. The bar features traditional pub fare as well as daily specials prepared by a formally trained
culinary chef. Make sure you keep your service to the same standard as a upon opening; manage and train
your staff well; keep an eye on the financial aspects, pay taxes and renew license on time! Additionally the bar
is planning a grand opening in September, 20XX. Management anticipates profit to equate to 3X the cost of
advertising the promotion. The early opening date will allow the staff to familiarize themselves with
operations and customer interfacing. Choose your strategy for overcoming competition You know who and
how your competitors are doing. They will have an opportunity to participate in profit sharing. Alternatively,
you can hire a marketing company to run the research for you. Low rent and high visibility rarely come hand
in hand. Here are some general guidelines to follow: - For smaller establishments like a neighborhood bar or
pub consider a space in the range of 1. Comment cards will be available throughout the bar and management
will keenly review these comments, making adjustments as needed. All full time employees will be
compensated with benefits including health insurance and education and training. ABC will ask you to fill an
application form and it takes around days to investigate your business. In any case, any location would have its
benefits and challenges. Employees will participate in ongoing training and be compensated for their
accomplishments as well. To obtain it, you need to visit state public health department and present a floor plan
of the layout of your establishment, highlighting the placement of all major equipment and the location of
restrooms and sinks. In order to choose a reliable supplier, ask yourself the next questions: 1. Your business
plan should show your initial costs as well as how much of your capital is tied up in real estate, furniture,
liquor and equipment. Remember, your design should reflect your concept, name and theme. Davis fully
enjoys the "front end" of the business as well, by interacting with customers to ensure their experience is
constantly improving. In a week or two before grand opening, you should schedule the inspection and expect
them to come back once in a while when you start operating. You need to have the date and quantity of
everything you receive and the name of your supplier.


